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Climate and the Global Circulation of the Atmosphere 

Lecture by: Tapio Schneider, Fall 2015



organisation

• Hand-‐out	  &	  hand-‐in:	  during	  lecture	  on	  Wednesday	  

• Grading:	  70%	  of	  final	  grade	  	  

• total	  5-‐6	  assignments	  of	  which	  5	  count	  for	  the	  final	  grade	  

• Please	  collaborate,	  but	  one	  soluDon	  per	  student	  

	  Office	  hours	  BeIna:	  Tuesdays	  10-‐11,	  NO	  F55 
beIna.meyer@erdw.ethz.ch

mailto:bettina.meyer@erdw.ethz.ch


QUIZ



the earth in a few parameters

• diameter / radius         

• thickness atmosphere   

• depth ocean

• rotation rate

• global mean temperature 

• thickness of the polar ice sheets  



the earth in a few parameters

• diameter / radius: 6370km

• thickness atmosphere:    
tropopause ~15km; stratopause ~50km; whole atmosphere: ~80-100km

• depth ocean: average depth ~4300m, deepest part is the Challenger 
Depth at the southern end of the Mariana Trench in the Wester Pacific 
with ~11km (http://oceanservice.noaa.gov/facts/oceandepth.html)

• rotation rate:

• global mean temperature:  
(Swiss spring/fall temperature)

• thickness of the polar ice sheets  
North Pole: floating pack ice on average ~3-4m, up to 20m  
Greenland: mean thicknes ~2100m, thickest point >3000m  
Antarctica: > 3000m  
(Source: wikipedia)

288K ⇡ 15�C

2⇡/T = 2⇡/(24 ⇤ 3600s) ⇡ 1/105

http://oceanservice.noaa.gov/facts/oceandepth.html


the earth in a few parameters
Greenland:
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Antarctica:

http://antarcticfudgesicles.wordpress.com/afsa-student-page/40-how-thick-is-the-ice-in-the-summer/

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greenland_ice_sheet

http://antarcticfudgesicles.wordpress.com/afsa-student-page/40-how-thick-is-the-ice-in-the-summer/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greenland_ice_sheet


thinking in latitudes...

sketch the zonally averaged profiles as a function of latitude 
and height for the...

...temperature

…moisture: specific humidity vs. relative humidity

...winds: from surface winds up to the jet streams

...heat transport
• by ocean
• by atmosphere

➔ where do asymmetries come from?



zonally averaged temperature profiles

annual DJF

JJA

Text

http://paoc.mit.edu/labweb/notes/chap5.pdf

typical lapse rate:
Γ ≈ 5-6.5 K/km

:  tropopause indicated

http://paoc.mit.edu/labweb/notes/chap5.pdf


specific humidity

http://paoc.mit.edu/labweb/notes/chap5.pdf

http://paoc.mit.edu/labweb/notes/chap5.pdf


relative humidity

http://paoc.mit.edu/labweb/notes/chap5.pdf
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Figure 5.17: Zonal mean relative humidity (%), Eq.(4.25), under annual mean
conditions. Note that data is not plotted above 300mb where q is so small that it
is difficult to measure accurately by routine measurements.

Figure 5.18: Drying due to convection. Within the updraft, air becomes saturated
and excess water is rained out. The descending air is very dry. Because the region
of ascent is rather narrow and the descent broad, convection acts as a drying agent
for the atmosphere as a whole.

http://paoc.mit.edu/labweb/notes/chap5.pdf


zonally averaged zonal winds

http://paoc.mit.edu/labweb/notes/chap5.pdf

annual

JJA

DJF

Note:
• stronger sfc winds in midlatitudes
• jet streams at ~200mb altitude (~25-30 m/s)
• jet is stronger in winter

(Color shading in m/s)

http://paoc.mit.edu/labweb/notes/chap5.pdf


surface winds

http://paoc.mit.edu/labweb/notes/chap5.pdf

trade winds

http://paoc.mit.edu/labweb/notes/chap5.pdf


meridional overturning circulation

http://paoc.mit.edu/labweb/notes/chap5.pdf
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The meridional overturning circulation is 
plotted in terms of its streamfunction     .  
The meridional and vertical velocities can 
be derived as:

 

http://paoc.mit.edu/labweb/notes/chap5.pdf


heat transport

OT: ocean transport (calculated as residuum)
RT: radiation measurements (satellite)
AT: atmospheric transport (estimated)

from Trenberth and Solomon, 1994





The atmosphere radiates the equivalent of 59% of incoming sunlight back to space as thermal infrared energy, or heat. Where does the 
atmosphere get its energy? The atmosphere directly absorbs about 23% of incoming sunlight, and the remaining energy is transferred from 
the Earth’s surface by evaporation (25%), convection (5%), and thermal infrared radiation (a net of 5-6%). The remaining thermal infrared 
energy from the surface (12%) passes through the atmosphere and escapes to space. (

http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Features/EnergyBalance/

where is most of the heat radiated to space?

http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Features/EnergyBalance/


where on earth do you find...

...the strongest annual/diurnal temperature variations?

...the lowest/highest temperatures and how high are they?

...how warm/cold does it get in summer in
...Antarctica?  
...Greenland? 

...strongest latitudinal temperature gradient?  
Why is it small in the tropics?

...the highest mean surface wind speeds? Can you compare its 
magnitude to the speed of a walking person / biking / driving 
car / airplane etc?



where on earth do you find...

...the strongest annual/diurnal temperature variations? 
Eastern edges of continents in the northern hemisphere with strongest variation in 
Siberia (ΔT ≈ 50°C)

...lowest/highest seasonally averaged temperatures and how high are they? 
North-East Asia (Siberia), Greenland/Alaska (DJF): T < 240K ~ -30°C  
Antarctica (JJA): T < 240K ~ -30°C  
Australia (DJA), Northern Africa, Northern India (JJA): T ~ 310K ~40°C

...how warm/cold does it get in summer in
...Antarctica?  
T ~250-270K ~ -20 to 0°C
...Greenland?  
T ~250-260K ~ -20 to -10°C

...strongest latitudinal temperature gradient? And why is it small in the tropics?  
30-60° midlatitudes

...highest surface wind speeds?

(source: Slides and Climate Book, Tapio Schneider, Sept 2014)



3-9m/s

• wind dataset, created by 3TIER, a renewable energy assessment and forecasting company
• Data based on numerical weather prediction models and publicly available observations 

from meteorological towers. The data have been validated using data from the NCEP-
ADP network.

• averages based on 10 years hourly data
(Source: www.3tier.com)

strong amplification due to topography



wind speed
on earth

• walking....................................4-6km/h ≈1-2m/s

• bike..........................................10-20km/h ≈ 3-6m/s

• car in pedestrian zone.........30km/h ≈ 9m/s

• car in the town......................50km/h ≈ 14m/s

• car out of town......................80km/h ≈ 22m/s

• car on highway.......................120km/h ≈ 33m/s

in the atmosphere

• annual mean sfc winds......................|v| ≤ 10m/s

• annual mean tropospheric jets.......|v| ≤ 25m/s

• highest category hurricane.............|v| ≥ 70m/s (averaged over several seconds)

http://earth.nullschool.net/#current/wind/surface/level/orthographic

http://earth.nullschool.net/#current/wind/surface/level/orthographic


zonal winds

DJF

JJA

~ 5-10m/s

(source: Slides and Climate Book, Tapio Schneider, Sept 2014)



zonal winds
annual mean

• stronger sfc winds in southern hemisphere (SH), due to missing 
continents

• stronger sfc winds and tropospheric jet in winter
• zonal winds about an order of magnitude larger the meridional 
winds due to Coriolis force

(source: Slides and Climate Book, Tapio Schneider, Sept 2014)



water - evaporation & precipitation

• in annual mean, where do you find the strongest 
evaporation on the planet? What is the magnitude?
• at which latitude
• at which specific locations? 

• what is the seasonal variation of evaporation? Is it stronger 
in winter or summer?

• where are the driest/wettest places on earth? In terms of 
which variable/quantity would you express it best?



water - evaporation & precipitation

annual mean

JJA

DJF

(source: Slides and Climate Book, Tapio Schneider, Sept 2014)



P-E = precipitation - evaporation

annual mean

JJA

DJF

(source: Slides and Climate Book, Tapio Schneider, Sept 2014)





atmospheric stratification

• what is the height of the 
tropopause / stratopause / 
mesopause?

• how much of the mass is 
contained in the troposphere / 
stratosphere / mesosphere?

how would you define the height of the tropopause?



atmospheric stratification

• what is the height of the 
tropopause / stratopause / 
mesopause?

• how much of the mass is 
contained in the troposphere / 
stratsphere / mesosphere?

• 10-15km / 50km / 80km  
(200hPa / 1 hPa / 0.001hPa)

• ~80% / ~20% / ~0%

how would you define the height of the tropopause?

• temperature inversion, usually defined as weakening/inversion of 
the lapse rate  
>> lapse rate: Γ ≤ 2 K/km 
>> end of convective mixing

• water vapor content: ~100% of water vapor is contained in troposphere

• CO2 or ozone content (wikipedia)

• potential vorticity (PV)



height of the tropopause

DJF

JJA

(source: Slides and Climate Book, Tapio Schneider, Sept 2014)



height of the tropopause

annual mean

(source: Slides and Climate Book, Tapio Schneider, Sept 2014)



Climate (Change)

• why did continents warm more than the ocean?

• how much warming did we observe since pre-industrial times 
(1890)?  

• How large were the temperature variations during the ice ages / 
interglacials? 

• How far back can we determine approximately the climate with 
ice cores? 

• According to our knowledge about the past climate: what is the 
maximum global temperature that has occured (expressed as 
anomaly wrt today)? 
 



Climate (Change)

• why did continents warm more than the ocean?  
heat capacity combined with heat diffusivity / heat mixing giving the 
mixing layer depth:

• how much warming did we observe since pre-industrial times (1890)?  
~1°C

• How large were the temperature variations during the ice ages / 
interglacials? 

• How far back can we determine approximately the climate with ice 
cores? 400‘000-800‘000yrs

• According to our knowledge about the past climate: what is the 
maximum global temperature that has occured (expressed as anomaly 
wrt today)?  
 �T ⇡ 12� 17�C

�T ⇡ 8� 10�C

heat capacity ⇠ cs⇢h

(source: Slides and Climate Book, Tapio Schneider, Sept 2014)



heat & temperature (I)

• without atmosphere (“earth in vacuum”), would the 
surface be warmer or colder?  
what if the atmosphere were „static“, i.e. no motion?  

• what defines a black body? why is the earth not a perfect 
black body?

• can you explain the concept of “radiative equilibrium” in a 
few words?



heat & temperature

• without atmosphere (“earth in vacuum”), would the surface be warmer 
or colder?  
observed sfc temperature:           T≈ 288K 
blackbody temperature:               T≈ 255K 
radiative equilibrium:                   T ≈ 330K 
radiative-convective equilibrium:   T ≈ 286K

• what defines a black body? why is the earth not a perfect black body?  
A real body or material absorbs radiation of different wavelength with 
different “efficiency”; some of the radiation is not absorbed at all but 
reflected or transmitted. Therefore such a real body is sometimes called 
“gray” absorber.  
In contrast, a black body is an idealized body or material that absorbs all 
incoming electromagnetic radiation, regardless of its wavelength or angle 
of incidence (isotropic absorption). No radiation is reflected or 
transmitted, which leads to the denomination of “black”. You should think 
of the black body as a toy model, which isn’t achieved by any real body.  
(For more information consider e.g. „Atmospheric Science“ by Wallace and Hobbs, Chapter 4.3)



heat & temperature (II)

• how large is approx. the power of the incoming sunlight (in 
W/m2) at the top of the atmosphere?

• how much of the incoming sunlight reaches the ground (i.e. 
subtract absorption in the atmosphere and reflection in the 
atmosphere and at surface)? 

• how large is the mean earth albedo (incl. reflection in 
atmosphere and at ground)?  
Which processes are important? Can you give the relative 
contribution for them?  



heat & temperature (II)

• how large is approx. the power of the incoming sunlight (in W/m2) at the 
top of the atmosphere? 
342W/m2 (for calculations see next slide)

• how much of the incoming sunlight reaches the ground (i.e. subtract 
absorption in atmosphere and reflection in atmosphere and at sfc)? 
About 30% of the incoming radiation is reflected (c.f. albedo) and 
another 20% is absorbed in the stratosphere and troposphere. Therefore 
only about 50% of the incoming radiation reaches the ground.

• how large is the mean earth albedo (incl. reflection in atmosphere and at 
ground)? Which processes are important? Can you give the relative 
contribution for them?  
total: α~0.3  
clouds: ~20%, air molecules: ~6%, surface: ~4% (weakest contribution!!)

(Source: „Atmospheric Science“ by Wallace and Hobbs, Chap. 10)



heat & temperature

total solar power: S0, [S0] = W

solar flux at top of atmosphere: Fs =
S0

⇡d2
, [Fs] = Wm�2

(d : distance earth-sun)

total power incoming at earth: Se = Fs ⇡R
2
e, [Se] = W (Re : earth radius)

flux at top of atmosphere, in time average: Fe =
Se

4⇡R2
e

=

Fs⇡R2
e

4⇡R2
e

=

1

4

Fs ⇡ 340Wm�2

include the earth albedo ↵ :

˜Fe =
1

4

(1� ↵)Fs ⇡ 240Wm�2

• Derivation of the total incoming solar radiation flux Fe at 
the top of the atmosphere:


